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ARWC XPD 2016
This was my journey in the XPD 2016 World Series. I was a rookie to Expedition Racing and
now smile with content that our team finished this amazing adventure.
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ARWC XPD 2016

This is my 'long' version blog about my experience of the Adventure Race World Championships ARWC) XPD
2016 - a roller coast ride of highs and lows for our team #98 MMD Tiger over 6 days and 14 hours of racing!
Meeting just 3 days prior to race start – 2 guys and 2 gals – we weren't your everyday adventure racing team! For
Dale this was his third XPD, Dave his second, my first expedition race and Fiona’s first ever adventure/expedition
type race!   We didn’t have a race plan, nor did we have a sleep or rest plan! We had prepped food and nutrition for
days, collected gear and lastly, paddled the boats, identifying that Fi has never kayaked before – a bit daunting,
however it was what it was!
The day of the ARWC was finally here – we arrived half an hour late for briefing and ran behind from then on in
(we missed the memo of an earlier start)! Fi and I ran around for two hours moving boxes and getting last minute
stuff (our race had started)! Teams were bussed from Ulladulla (race HQ) out to Jervis Bay for race start. Setting
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up our kayaks on the beach we were all called to the top of the beach to commence with a 300m run down to our
boats before commencing our first paddle across Jervis Bay.

I love this picture - showing how chaotic 200 kayaks can be at the start of the race!

The boys took off fairly strong, Fi and I kept them in our sights while we slogged away at the paddle – eventually
they put us on their tow which kept us in the wake of their boat – a lot easier to draft and keep up (the tow rope was
never taut and sagged while we rode their wave)! The CPs were placed on sandy white beaches amongst rocky
outcrops and between these we paddled with dolphin’s!   We finished the leg strong at position 16! Who would have
thought two chicks – one weak and one non-paddler could have positioned that far ahead (I think a few of my mates
would have thought that trackers were wrong lol)!
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A combination of great navving & a slow jog helped us move through this leg quickly!

On a high we hit the first trek leg of beaches and coast lines – hitting each point effortlessly we realised that Dave
was a pretty sharp navver! He never spoke much and was focussed on the task at hand! We moved briskly with a
comfortable jog – it was just 14km!
Back in the boats for a quick 14km kayak leg that was quick and fast across a lake and into an inlet.

We were losing light as we entered the first MTB section – we were pre-warned of a notorious hike-a-bike section –
thinking that it was a parks requirement we soon realised that it was a ‘Craig Bycroft Special’. Ultimately hike-abike means take your bike on a difficult trek – down 4m rock faces up steep banks, over massive tree logs and
through tight spots your body would never fit! Our first hike-a-bike included manoeuvring our bodies and bikes by
extreme throwing, sliding and grinding! There were additional sections of hike-a-bike under main roads and
culverts – it was a team effort to move the bikes across sections! We were all feeling good and opted not to sleep on
our first night. A lot of single trail, uphills and fast descents. 
Upon the first section of trail Fi’s front wheel was
snagged on a large stick sending her over the handle bars and tumbling a few times. A little baffled I helped her up
and she dusted off the dirt, looked at her shredded nix and checked herself over – all good we jumped on the bikes
and kept riding! 
What a trooper!
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In the spotlight for a bit of the hike-a-bike - this section looks easy compared to the rest of the course!

Our transitions were interesting with Dale dictating times and trying to keep everyone moving! We had everyone
making an individual trip for hot water, water and other individual requirements, we were unorganised chaotic with
a little voice constantly shuttering through our minds! 
We received the wrong box for our first long trek leg – box C
and B mixed up when we were dropping boxes off! 
We didn’t receive our gators or correct shoes for this trek and
made the most of what we had already – it was coasteering, with minimal bush bashing! Dave had a few decisions to
go coastal or up and over each point (climbing). The beaches were amazing with deep aqua water and white fine
sand – lots of secluded beach coves, maybe one person on the beach every now and again – and even a nudie on one
beach! We treated ourselves to a cold coke, Gatorade and cold water and a little shop along the way. Dave found his
well sort-after slushie – he was like a little kid in a candy shop!!! A few teams were accumulating towards the end of
the leg due to the CPs being off the track – the most technical nav of CPs for most of the race – he nailed them (with
other teams in toe)!
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Surrounded by beautiful beaches & rocky coasts!

The 6th leg was a river kayak – we had a 45 minute window of tide assistance and completed the first 12km in no
time at all! We were losing light fast, the tide was due to change and the cold was setting in. 
Fi’s hand had blown up
from her MTB stack frustrating her as she found it difficult to paddle. I was feeling fine and with a good current
and little bit of towing from the boys, this was not going to be as difficult as the ocean paddle! Unfortunately the
boys were feeling a little worn out and were offering the tow less and less! It was soon dark and micro-sleeps were
setting in as we were entering our second night without sleep – we were often finding ourselves on separate sides of
the river and a little disorientated! Towards the final sections of the kayak we hit rapids going in the opposite
direction, we were in and out of the boats, pushing & pulling kayaks, we were wet, cold and tired (and it was
raining)! Fiona on the cusp of uncontrollable shaking ran for the bon fire at the next TA – getting warm as quick as
we could. The boys commenced building their bikes and were certain that we were going to start riding ASAP! Fi
dug her heels in and before we knew it everyone was snoring in one of the TA tents!
After a three hour power nap we were up building bikes and on our way for more MTBing adventures! The rain
had passed and the boys suggested taking off the layers as the 2000m+ of elevation over 55km was going to warm us
up really quick – and that it did!!! The hike-a-bike was on fire-trail that was a steepness that did not give and kept
going!!! 
Wowza’s the burn that did not stop! 
On a lighter note, Fi and I were able to let go on the downhill – there
was so much of it! Even a few compliments from Dale!
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More hike-a-bike .... I don't mind the occasional climb, however this never ended!!!

From steep MTBing to a 45km trek with 1700m+ of elevation! We all seemed to be feeling really good and set off
strong! We were walking and talking with the Bandits (a constant theme so far) when Dave hit a wall due to signs of
heat stress. We had a technical track ahead and only a few hours of daylight we were fighting time to cool him down,
hydrate him and keep on moving (not to mention Fi and I battling Dale just to take it easy to keep NavMan on track.
Dave who was nailing CPs was looking dazed and was struggling up the mountainous rocky range. There was not a
lot of water, however we were lucky enough to find water seeping from rocks (yes water was oozing from rocks and
some puddles of trickling water)! We came across a few teams – some camping in the earlier hours – parked up in
caves. A full moon was rising above us and the sun going down was a glorious spectacle and back-drop for a huge
couple of days of racing! We were all in a good place – team dynamics were great – we were in high spirits and
sitting around 30th (who would have thought)! 
As the darkness settled we were amid ranges and mountain tops.
Dave lead us through to single trail when suddenly 'BAM' Dale hit the deck - sprawled out flat on his back like a
starfish reported seeing stars! With a quick first aid response 'what's your name?' the whole team errupted with
laughter - Dale the shortest of the team and least likely walked into a low hanging log (what a belly laugh)!
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In a great space - our team dynamics were high!

As darkness settled, we lost paths and went bush. It seemed we were lost for hours, losing tracks, finding tracks (the
wrong tracks) and it was tough. We didn’t rest and kept pushing through in a delirious state. We were just out
from our next CP when three teams powered past to punch their cards and then continue through to the next CP all
within seconds (we were struggling)! 
One thing all these teams had in common was a 2-3 hour rest on dark when it
was hard to Nav! We pushed on off track towards a creek crossing and up to a fire a trail which was a lot easier
than we had expected (after a night of bush bashing), however the terrain was a lot less desirable with steep
embankments and big rocky crevices! By this time, the sun was rising, I was feeling hot spots in my shoes and Fi’s
lower calves were battered (she didn’t have gators on due to a box malfunction earlier in the day)! We had run out
of pain relief and were also running out of food! We had been trekking for 15 hours and still had another 15km to
go! Both Fi and I struggled for the full 15km where I had pain needles shooting through the bottom of my feet due to
blisters and constant dampness, and Fi’s shins and blistering toes were impacting heavily on her ability to walk.
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All smiles even though we were entering the pain cave (literally)

The next TA was at a pub where we decided to have a counter meal, quick nap and then onto the next MTB. Upon
taking off our wet soggy socks at the TA I found multiple large blisters forming where a journalist was keen to
photograph some ‘pain porn’. My blisters were okay, they hurt and looked bad, I couldn’t really walk – but they
were okay! Our counter meals were amazing – some sustenance and warmth! The wind was picking up and was
extremely strong blowing everything in the TA over and beyond! We could only hope the wind was going to go with
us and not against us!
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Just a little bit of 'pain porn' ... seriously it looks worse than what it was!

The wind was hideous knocking us from side-to-side we decided to ride in a line with Dale punching against the
wind, Fi, Dave and then me. It was a hilly undulating bitumen commute to the caves – just 70km or so (we were so
grateful not to face another hike-a-bike)! We were hit with bouts of rain and then hot sun and again rain – wtf was
going on with the weather was anyone’s guess!!!
Arriving at the caves I realised my mandatory gear was left at the last TA! Even though I was wearing most of my
mandatory gear, my leggings were in the bag and it was FREEZING! The challenge for the caves was a 5hour lock
down away from your gear and boxes with only mandatories (or whatever you commuted with from the last TA)!
We were ill prepared – no sleeping equipment, and not a lot of warm clothes! We had to wait three hours to access
the bike boxes for a 2 hour time penalty, however Fi was having big dramas with her legs and all of us were fatigued
with a very large lack of rest! We crashed for a couple of hours – ironically in the bathrooms as they were heated!
Fi hardly being able to walk, fronted for the cave briefing – 4 out of 5 CPs to be collected, and an additional
mandatory CP to make it 5 out of 6 caves to be explored! We made it to our first cave somehow as we were in the
middle of the bush (full darkness) these caves were merely holes in the ground - no paths or signs, so it was anyone’s
guess if this little hole in the ground was what we were looking for (Dave had navved us to this hole)! Down we went,
windey, twisty and small spaces! A great relief when a check-point was found! We then headed for the next cave,
going for what seemed like hours of rugged bush in the middle of the night, we were passed by other teams, others
not going as far us, Fi made a call to head back into camp as she was in terrible pain! We had more rest, and no
additional gear as we were still in our 5 hour lock-out. We had to make a decision as a team to take time penalties
for the caves or try again for the CPs in the morning – we were all thinking that a 4hr time penalty per cave was
okay to sacrifice and assist with relieving Fi’s swollen shins (getting shinier and redder with cellulitis)! 
Upon
awakening the next morning we discovered the mandatory CP for the caves was actually required for a ranking and
place, we headed off for the CP! The boys tag teamed and piggy-backed Fi to the mandatory cave and we nailed it! 
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Fi's terrified - but Dale and Dave managed the commute!

We then endured to do another cave, then another and then, we did the big one! We did the advanced cave – a little
concerned with Dave (sitting at 85kg+ 6ft3”+) making it through tight crevices and cracks in the cave, he smashed it
to make the 5th CP – we didn’t have any time penalties! What a celebration – we were hurting, dirty and happy!!!
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The last cave - the Advanced - filthy, dirty and extremely ecstatic that we nailed that cave and the others!!!

Before we headed from the TA (of 20hours) Fi had to decide on whether to continue the race or pull out – her shins
and cellulitis were in a bad way and we still had a long way to go! The medic could not do anymore than she had
already done (her stash of antibiotics was taking effect, however would need more soon)! We were given the advice
that if she made it to CP36, and was in a bad way, could turn around and return back to TA, however if going
further into the pack-rafting section would have to be air-lifted out by helicopter! We made the decision to stay as a
team and support Fi to get through as we started this race together and should try to finish it together – we had two
days full of rafting and paddling so she would be off her feet and able to get some rest! What a champion continuing
on. We kitted up full of gear and headed off.
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Trek to the pack raft - all the gear! Dave modelling the extreme kit for all weather conditions!

Just after CP36 we were heading down the 2km steep embankment into the Gorge for the pack rafting – we were
trying to beat the dark zone and achieve at least an hour or two on the water before pulling up camp. Unfortunately,
we started the descent when dark storm clouds rolled in with lightning and thunder, it started to rain, pour down
with rain – soon it hailed – holy moly could this get any worse!!! We had river streams flowing down the mere path
that we walking and more hail – lucky we were all wearing mandatory helmets for the pack-raft – there was no
shelter, it was steep, wet and slippery and hail was ricocheting off our helmets! We were cold and freezing – the hail
didn’t even melt once it was on the ground! 
Poor Fi could barely descend, she was struggling every step! My
blisters were numb from the wet and cold, however knowing I was doing more damage I continued to run up and
down the descent to keep warm! We finally made it down to the bottom of the gorge and pulled up camp – we were
just out from the dark zone – frozen, cold, wet we struggled to set up the tent.
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Heading into the storm - lightning and thunder .... heavy rain and hail - wtf!!!

Dave the engineer set out to build a fire, optimistic with the amount of rain we had we thought he was a little crazy –
however he managed to stoke a good fire – Fi and I stayed in the tent, without shoes and socks we didn’t want to
risk dirt in our wounds! It was a restless night of sleep, and yet was an opportunity to get lots of sleep too! We woke
up to Dale cracking the whip (again) ‘lets go, lets go, lets go’ shuttering through our heads and bodies!
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Scenic countryside as we moved down the 45km pack raft leg.

Onto the pack rafting leg, these were tight spaces for two people with a few packs in dry bags! 
Dave and I in one,
and Fi and Dale in the other! We were excited be going down stream and heading for adventure – hoping for an
easy run! 
We paddled for a bit before watching Dale and Fi hit the first rapid and then go in the drink – too funny!
The two of them started out uncoordinated and clutsy – 45km to go and shit is going down lol! After 10minutes or
so, Dave realised that Dale and Fi were back-to-front in their raft (comedy of errors)! They quickly turned around
and became masters (and fast) in their raft!   Dave controlled and manoeuvred our boat, the paddling was hard,
however the water level was not overly high and when snagging on rocks had to get out and push, pull or jump up
and down to shift the raft! Abs were burning, legs and bodies were burning for this section! Fi and Dale a little
more light weight in their raft were speeding ahead of us (now that they were able to get it right)! 
The final 14km
was paddling in a tight and uncomfortable position!
Our next TA had sunshine – we sprawled out in the sunlight begging Dave for 15mins of nap and hot food! 
We had
a 600m portage of the boats up and over hill (it doesn’t get much better than this)!
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An amazing sunset had Dale enthusiastic to pose for a photo!
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A great excuse for us to have a photo too! Picture perfect!

Fi and I shifted our kayak bit by bit with the boys shifting theirs a 100m and coming back to assist – they were
legends! Onto the water with lots of rapidy bits (some faster than in the pack rafts)! Fi was becoming a bit of hit
with the steering and we made it though most – however thrown out in some! This was the longest paddle of the lot –
55km (but it was also the last of the kayaking)! We were coming into darkness – it was freezing – it was going to be a
long night! The current worked with us, however we were becoming masters of micro sleeps! We would paddle
while sleeping, just without purpose. Trying to remember to slow down the paddle stroke to help Fi pull more water
was extremely challenging! We were feeling a lot stronger on this paddle as her hand was feeling better and was
mastering the pull with the blade! The boys were sore and tired, both were struggling and were offering the tow less
and less – we were out on our own for a lot more this time! We were all yelling at each other and there was no fun
had by anyone by the end of this leg! Trying to live in the moment and count down the km’s to the CP’s and then
TA 
the km’s stayed long and somewhat unachievable! The last 2.5km took forever and we could barely put the
paddles in the water and pull anymore! Dale’s effort to keep everyone moving deteriorated as he could barely even
sit up in the boat either!
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Just keep paddling

We finally got out of the boats still feeling the rocking of the water through our bodies, freezing cold at about 2am –
we were sooo cold and hanging out for a camp fire that wasn’t there! Off to hot showers in the surf club peeling off
layers upon layers of clothing and wetsuits – shivering uncontrollably one of the volunteers handed me a sleeping
bag – I could not hold my head up any longer, I found a piece of the best concrete and curled up helplessly …. There
was no amount of motivation or quick transition to help me out of this coma! Waking from time to time, other teams
were coming in freezing and running for showers, expressions of tough and relentless was common all the way
through! 
Soon Dale and Dave came and tapped on my shoulder, ‘time to go’. I was in a better space, my thoughts
were collecting and I was able to feel my body again. We put the bikes together and headed off quickly headed off!
Well rested legs felt good on the bike for both Fi and I …. we were on the move again – feeling optimistic for a strong
finish! We had signed in at position 52 after the kayak – biking was strong for most of us and less pressure on the
legs than trekking! It wasn’t far into the ride when it heated up, Dave was starting to second guess and we worked
out he was tired. Dale didn’t want to stop, however we needed our navigator so we quickly stopped for a 15min
power nap – all four bodies fell onto the side of the fire trail and Dale was the first to snore – it felt like seconds had
passed since giggling about the snoring and we were off again – climbing and climbing steep hills, hike-the-bike
(again) long straight flats at the top of the range – exposed to the sun and heat.
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The race varied from extreme hot to extreme cold temperatures - on top of the world and full sun!

We were all drifting in and out of micro sleeps. We were at the top of somewhere, and there was nothing pretty or
scenic for the 10-15km – we followed power lines, fire trails and single tracks! 
Our feet began to ache again and
were sensitive to the long downhill descents where we would hit ruts and washouts shuttering pain through our
bodies – my feet were swelling again – Fi’s had never stopped being swollen. Our diets were becoming a concoction
of ibuprofen, Panadol, panadeine and some food – but man oh man the pain killers were an evil necessary! 
This was
only a 99km mtb ride – it wasn’t supposed to be steep and it wasn’t supposed to take any longer than 8hours we
thought …. Then the evil hike-a-bike – the guys thought they remembered the previous trail with one of the first
hike-a-bikes with a concrete culvert…. Alas it was too soon and we did an extra evil hike-a-bike of all things that we
could stuff up! As the boys were getting their bearings we stopped on the edge on an embankment – my bike slid 3m
with me attached – I wasn’t impressed, nor more so to find out that the boys had made a mistake and we didn’t even
have to be there!!!
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If only the hike-a-bike included these little logs that Fi gave thumbs up to!

Onwards and upwards – across the top and then downhill through dense tropical rainforest – we stopped for
another 15min power nap as it was risky to take endless microsleeps on the last down hill descent – we pulled up in
the rain forest where it was cooling down and with mozzies buzzing in our ears – we were all flat on our backs and
asleep again! Dave woke to the realisation that a CP had been missed at the start of the descent – back up we went –
the more tired the more risk of mistakes – it seemed a catch 22 all race – if we didn’t take our time or refresh we
would put ourselves back more because a multitude of small mistakes added up! We finished our final bike leg with
a ride along the beach – crashing waves and late afternoon was a glorious back drop!
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The final couple of km's of biking before the final 18km trek - relief!

The final TA had Dale on a high – this is the last one guys – just dress your feet girls and lets go! Unfortunately Dale
didn’t have his runners in the TA Box, nor commuted with a pair of runners (unlike the rest of us who had them
with us) so did the trek in his MTB cleats and bike helmet (only head lamp he had!!!   We weren’t impressed when
the boys announced there would be a little bit of swimming on the final 18km trek …. the trek was going to be
challenging enough without having wet feet AGAIN! Fi had left the tape and safety pin (for popping blisters) at the
last transition – Dave had a bit of extra tape for Fi to strap – but the foot preparation was poor for the final 18km
trek – but hey – it was only 18km - we had travelled 600km+ already, so we can do this! Dale wanting us to eat on
the go, Fi ripped out beef jerky and salted pringles and we are all in heaven gutsing down salty dry food – omg they
tasted so good!!!! Even Dale amongst his motivational dictating transition speech couldn’t stop eating all that salty
food!!! We made it 1km down the path when I questioned the punch card (Dale had the card during the bike leg as
it was almost impossible for me to unclip out of my bike let alone run into a CP)! Dale pulled the card out realising
that he had failed to punch the card at the last TA!!! Back to the TA – we needed that punch, so the card was signed
(this is the little things that add up). Back on track – the first water crossing was low tide, however it was powering
in – Fi and I bit the bullet and went in shoes and all!
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So close to the finish!!!

I still had my bike nicks on so pulled them up as high as I could as I didn’t want to risk unnecessary chafe! The
boys had already been suffering chafe from bags and chammy’s – it wasn’t always the best site to walk too far
behind them on the longer treks (airing out their chafe)!
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This was actually a happy moment - nearing the end of the race - we had done it!

We hit a rocky outcrop just after dark, the coasteering was tough to balance and navigate through in the darkness –
the boys moved through quite quickly however Fi and I struggled to foresee a track and the best way! The tide was
coming in fast and Dale was keen for us to move quickly as the next water way was going to fill fast and offer a
deeper swim! Fi and I arrived just in time to see Dale finish stuffing his pack into a dry bag and descend across the
water way to the island in the middle (two CPs to be collected).

Randy captured this epic photo - it was a high of lows

We were following – however could not see how deep the water was – we giggled as Dave trekked across the water
slowly disappearing deeper and deeper and nec minute under – then up and over again! Fi was not going across –
not a chance – she needed an Uber! I was slightly hesitant, it was cold, dark and my feet had suffered from the sand
previously – there was no other way out other than across – we stripped down to next to nothing and headed across
the water way! I lost my footing and was getting swept away – Fi kept her pack up – Dave grabbed both our packs,
pulled me up onto my feet and back to safety! It was a little cold and freaky to say the least! We walked the rest of
the channel, put our clothes back on – homeward bound! Fi’s leg blew up worse than ever, feeling it in her shins had
to stop several times. Dale tapped up and down the streets (in his cleats) to stay warm and wrapping himself in foil
blankets – quite a funny sight! With 5km to go, Dave piggy backed Fi for 200m, the she would struggle for 50m
before being piggy backed again. I slowly shuffled carrying all the packs while Dale then went in and out to grab the
CPs! 
The final 5km took about 5hours, every step we took was slow and painful, it was the end, we had a full team
of four and we had accomplished our goal of finishing! We signed in at 50th mixed team at 2:06am on Thursday
morning – just over 6.5 days of racing! It was the best finish to the race with an Aussie Soundtrack ‘We Come from
the Land Down Under’ pizza and champagne to celebrate!
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Just enough energy to smile!

Would we have done it any other way – probably not, we didn’t know any better and what we did was just right to
get us through to the otherside!

Not to mention a huge thanks to the Gorgeous Wayne for supporting my stress leading up to the big event! Our
families and kids! Also a huge thanks to our good mate Lee for dragging my butt out every week to conquer my
weaknesses & give me confidence to compete & complete!  A special mention to the V8 team - for being so awesome,
encouraging & supportive! Lastly to my awesome Sponsors Mackay Cycles - you guys have been EPIC in
supporting me! Thank you!
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Cheers to that!

Posted by nikki giles at 03:01
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